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Executive Summary
This study report has been prepared to show the current technological status. The main topics are
introduced in following chapters:
•

Chapter 2 gives an overview on the European activities on the topic of longer trains (trainlength
longer than 740 m or rather 750 m) and the used technologies of multiple traction technologies.

•

Chapter 3 gives an overview on the activities in countries outside Europe on the topic of longer
trains (trainlength longer than 740 m or rather 750 m) and the used technologies of multiple
traction technologies.

•

Chapter 4 describes the results of a market scan which shows that companies of various sectors
analyse and deal with different wireless technologies. The different solutions within and outside
the rail sector are shows in the results of the scouting.

•

Chapter 5 describes the results of a market scan of different coupling systems. The technological
possibilities of physical and virtual coupling systems were checked. The different solutions within
and outside the rail sector are shows in the results of the scouting.

•

The market scouting which is described in Chapter 6 deals with the operational issues of a
coupling and sharing concept for freight trains.

•

Chapter 7 gives an overview on the patents existing in the context of multiple traction solutions
for longer freight trains.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Abbreviations and Acronyms
Abbreviation

Definition

AAR

Association of American Railroads

AVE

Spanish High-Speed Rail (“Alta Velocidad Española”)

CER

Community of European Railway and Infrastructure Companies

DB

German Railway (“Deutsche Bahn”)

DB Netz AG

German IM

DP

Distributed Power

DPS

Distributed Power System

ECP

Electronically Steered Pneumatic brake

FABI

Financing and Upgrading Switzerland’s Rail Infrastructure

GE

General Electirc

GSM

Global System for Mobile Communications

IM

Infrastructure Manager

ÖBB

Austrian Federal Railways (“Österreichische Bundesbahnen”)

RFF

French Infrastructure Manager (“Réseau Ferré de France”)

SBB

Swiss Federal Railways (“Schweizerische Bundesbahnen”)

SNCF

French Railway (“Société Nationale des Chemins de fer Français”)

TEN-T

Trans-European Transport Networks

UIC

International Union of Railways (“Union internationale des chemins de fer”)

WTB

Wire Train Bus
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1 Introduction
Because railway networks originated independently from each other, many diverging rules and
standards were developed. For the European area first fundamental technical frameworks have been
defined already early, e.g. 1922 in the “Regolamento Internazionale Veicoli“ (RIV), an agreement, that
has been made between European railways which deals with international operational freight wagons.
Compared to Europe, in the USA other technical standards including the operation of long freight trains
from the outset have been evolved e.g. around the industrial union Association of American Railroads
(AAR). For a safe railway system, infrastructure and properties of the vehicles have to be matched to
one another, for instance the installed brakepower of the freight wagon and the braking distance
provided by the infrastructure. Corresponding rules and standards were defined by the railway system
nowadays.
In the following the used systems and experiences will be surveyed, ordered by countries.
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2 Status in Europe
Basically the overall system railway with its infrastructure installations in Germany is designed for the
maximum total train length of 740 m. This applies both the infrastructure of the tracks with the control
and safety system, level crossings and points and the facilities for the marshalling and loading as well as
the vehicle equipment. The infrastructure systems have to be investigated in detail on the eligible
corridors. The hitherto existing elaborations for the respectively train lengths showes up that there are
in principle no obstacles on operational and infrastructural side to run longer freight trains. Since the
end of 2012 trains with a length of 835 m can be operated in Germany between Padborg (DK) and
Maschen (Hamburg).
The limit of 740 m/ 750 m applies also for the most European countries. Exceptions are Denmark with
partially 835 m and France with partially 850 m. Russia and Finland allow a total train length of 1,200 m
due to the equipment of the vehicles with an automatic central buffer coupling and wide gauge.
Mid 2012 the Infrastructure Interest Group der Community of European Railway and Infrastructure
Companies (CER) decided that a European working group with the topic longer freight trains should be
founded. The goal of this working group is a regular transnational exchange and the development of a
standard understanding, especially of the railway infrastructure providers in matter of the general
strategic, operational, technical and economic specialties of train lengths in excess of 740 m. The
working group is chaired by the DB Netz AG, participation is open for every European IM.

2.1 Switzerland
2.1.1 Train lengths exceeding 740 m
The maximum train length in Switzerland is limited to 750 m (or 200 axles) by the actual train service
regulations. At the moment there are no intentions to extend the maximum allowed train length.
The long-term objective is a train length of 750 m on the whole Swiss standard gauge network. In the
proposed bill Financing and Upgrading Switzerland’s Rail Infrastructure (FABI), which deals with the next
steps in the development of the Swiss railway network, a harmonized train length of 750 m is included
[CER16].
Experimentally freight trains with the length of up to 1.500 m have been tested under specific train
constellations. In this context the traction steering of the locomotives of the trainset was realized by a
cable connection (simultaneous radio link). The technical procedures have not been developed any
further.
2.1.2 Multiple units in freight trains
In June 1997 test runs have been executed on the track Basel – Chiasso with two locomotives of the
class Ref 460, which possessed as the only class of the SBB the full function volume of the system
Locotrol, 50 freight wagons of the class Hbis as well as the SBB owned radio test vehicle. Thereby dead
spots of 2.5 minutes have been detected (not including Bözberg- and Gotthardtunnel). By the use of
repeaters this dead spots have been closed. The system Locotrol of the company GE has been applied.
< FFL4E - H2020-730823>
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Since 1998 there have been started trials of the radio based multiple units on the track over the
Gotthard between Basel and Chiasso [SBB98], [Ger99]. The pragmatically approached trials succeeded.
Analysis and measurements concerning the longitudinal compressive forces were not carried out. Due
to the railway reform the project came to an abrupt end. Since 2000 no trains with radio based multiple
units are running throughout Switzerland. The locomotives of the class 460 are used since approx. 2004
for the passenger traffic and hence not for the freight transport any longer.
2.1.3 Transferability to „Shift2Rail - Long trains“
The deployed multiple unit system is only suitable and permitted for trains up to 740 m. For the
transmission of the steering signals repeaters on the infrastructural side are necessary. Whether a
transferability of the findings of the topic repeater is given will be checked in this project. Austria

2.2 Austria
2.2.1 Train lengths exceeding 740 m
Findings for the exceeding of the regulated train length of 740 m are not existent for Austria.
2.2.2 Multiple units in freight trains
ÖBB uses wireless-controlled pushing engines since 2000 on the Brenner axis [Ine02].Thereby signals for
the steering and surveillance of the locomotives that are usually led via the WTB (Wire Train Bus) are
exchanged through a radio link.
The system is not used for train lengths exceeding 550 m on the used relation, because only trains up to
550 m are permitted at the station “Brenner”. Still the system has only achieved a restricted permit, to
which according the conducted locomotives like in the manual banking service has to be occupied by
drivers.
2.2.3 Transferability to „Shift2Rail - Long trains“
In the project “Shift2Rail - Long trains“ research is done on new concepts and strategies that overcome
the limitations of the main brake pipe and allow a safe duty also with unmanned controlled locomotives.
Therefore elementary new safety concepts are necessary.
The system Redacom of the company Schweizer used by the ÖBB though possesses a set of interesting
functions which has to be investigated in a more detailed analysis related to its usability in the project
“Shift2Rail - Long trains“.

2.3 France
2.3.1 Train lengths exceeding 740 m
France allows long trains up to 850 m on a certain number of network sections to favour modal shift
from road to rail.
However, it is possible to grant paths for long trains even if no network adaptation but security
installations has been performed; it is then done on a case per case basis, depending the origin,
< FFL4E - H2020-730823>
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destination, and time of the ride. If 850 m trains cannot be allowed, for example due to track works or
busy hours conditions, the length of the allowed train can be shortened.
There are ongoing tests and studies to allow double trains up to 1,000 m to run between Dunkerque and
Metz, along the Belgian border.
The Atlantic project (train length up to 1,000 m; rolling motorway between Lille and Bayonne) has been
postponed in 2015; the project is currently being redefined, in all its characteristics, including train
length [CER16].
2.3.2 Multiple units in freight trains
The feasibility study MARATHON was a European project (participating are e.g. RFF, SNCF Fret and
Trafikverket) aiming to realize a train test with 1,500 m double trains with the following composition:
one standard train (750 m) coupled behind another one, each with its own locomotive. The locomotive
in the middle (slave) is radio remote controlled from the locomotive at the head (master), with only one
driver in the front.
The market targeted by the MARATHON project is clearly the long or very long distance combined
transport from point to point (ports or important industrial shunting yards) in Europe, without
marshalling by coupling and decoupling and without adding or removing wagons during the long trip,
except for separating the train in two that can each continue to their own end destination.
This system aims to be easy to implement with a simple and reliable organisation, compatible with the
infrastructure and traffic management constraints and with the existing wagons and locomotives: the
additional equipment studied must be adaptable on every type of European locomotive (radio and
braking kits as well as the programming module).
The objective is to perform a diesel and an electric train test and to prepare all the documents in order
to write a comprehensive specification for the new system.
MARATHON project ends with train tests between Lyon and Nimes in 01.04.2014.
2.3.3 Transferability to „Shift2Rail - Long trains“
The results of MARATHON are the starting point of Long trains Shift2Rail [MAR15].

2.4 Spain
2.4.1 Train lengths exceeding 740 m
First evidences for the thematization of longer freight trains emanated from an announcement of the
Spanish government according to which, in the context of a plan to revitalize the freight traffic [DVZ09],
big parts of the AVE high-speed route network should be made usable for freight trains. The retrofitted
infrastructure is supposed to enable the traffic of freight trains with a length of up to 1,000 m.
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2.4.2 Multiple units in freight trains
Activities of radio-based multiple unit systems for the freight traffic are not known.
2.4.3 Transferability to „Shift2Rail - Long trains“
Activities for freight trains up to 1,500 m are not known.

2.5 Russia / Finland
2.5.1 Train lengths exceeding 740 m
It is known that in Russia and Finland alike longer trains up to 1,200 m are run. The vehicles are
therefore equipped with automatic central buffer couplings. In addition these trains are operated on
wide gauge networks.
2.5.2 Multiple units in freight trains
Activities of radio-based multiple unit systems for the freight traffic are not known.
2.5.3 Transferability to „Shift2Rail - Long trains“
The used central buffer couplings allow distinct higher tensile and compressive forces than the
combination of side buffers and screw couplings and therefore the experiences from Russia and Finland
cannot be transferred directly on the project “Shift2Rail - Long trains“.

2.6 Sweden
2.6.1 Train lengths exceeding 740 m
Standard train length today is 630 m although Trafikverket is striving towards fulfilling the TEN-T
regulation to allow 750 m on specified lines. Most marshalling yards are nowadays designed for
capacities (length) of 750 up to 1,000 m. There is an ongoing work to allow traffic of trains up to 835 m
from Denmark into the first marshalling yard in Sweden (Malmö) [CER16].
2.6.2 Multiple units in freight trains
Activities of radio-based multiple unit systems for the freight traffic are not known.
2.6.3 Transferability to „Shift2Rail - Long trains“
Activities for freight trains up to 1,500 m are not known.
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3

Status outside Europe

3.1 General on the technology
Outside of Europe already nowadays partially distinct longer train lengths are permitted. To control the
longitudinal forces in the trainset concepts are used, which basically concentrate on two that will be
described in detail below:
• Braking technique
• Couplers and drawgear
The braking systems used in the USA, Canada, Australia, China and South Africa are used according to
the standards of the American Association of Railroads (AAR). Basic indicators of these braking systems
are distinct longer braking built up time compared to the braking built up time of systems according to
the UIC. The influence of the braking built up time shows up as follows: The braking forces applied by
the wagons do not follow directly on the time scale the differential pressure of the main brake pipe but
“evolve” slowly with delay times typical for the system. For this reason the influence of the limited
spreading rate of the pneumatic information (pressure) is reduced in the main brake pipe in the scale of
the length of the train. The effects are lower braking force differences over the length of the train and
therewith connected also a reduced longitudinal compressive force. Though for this reason a
prolongation of the
braking distances at comparable initial speeds always goes along with.
Further, in the referred regions almost without exception central buffer couplings are used which
allowhigher tensile and compressive forces compared to the side buffers and screw couplings used in
Europe.
Summarized the longitudinal compressive forces are conceptually lower due to the deployed braking
techniques. Additionally the couplers and drawgear used allow by far higher tensile and compressive
forces. The disadvantage of longer braking distances associated with this braking system does carry less
weight due to the local
boundary conditions: on the one hand the tracks are usually single-use
operated (only freight traffic or mixed traffic with subsequent passenger traffic), on the other hand the
freight trains run on very long relations with comparatively few stops or train recomposing.
Up to four groups of locomotives are adjusted throughout the train whereby these groups of
locomotives can be composed of several locomotives. In the American, African and Australian areas
almost unexceptionally diesel locomotives are used for the multiple units, in China also electric
locomotive are on duty (e.g. types DJ and Hx by Siemens).
For the traction steering of multiple groups of locomotives in trainsets mainly the system locotrol by the
company GE is used. This system is continuously developed further for approx. 30 years for the
operational constraints. Another smaller producer is e.g. the company Wabtec.
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3.2 General usability of the findings for “Shift2Rail - Long trains“
Basically the internationally used techniques are not suitable for the central-European circumstances
according to the hitherto existing findings because of different technic and operational surrounding
conditions. With the project “Shift2Rail - Long trains“ the for European railways typical combination of
relatively high train speeds associated with short braking distances should be widened by train lengths
of up to 1,500 m. Therefore new concepts are required.
But it is not precluded that singular components of the systems can be used for the development of a
European procedure. This is to be analyzed in detail.
Therefore in the project “Shift2Rail - Long trains“ following aspects of the realized systems will be
examined regarding their transferability for the DPS:
• Concept of communication
• Concept of addressing
• System responses after the interruption of the communication
• Concept of redudance to the enhancement of the availability of communication
• Layout/execution of the operating interface (MMI) as well as the operating concepts

3.3 Chinese railways
3.3.1 Train lengths exceeding 740 m
On the 650 km long track between Datong and Qinhuangdao (DaQin-Line) freight trains with a length of
2,700 m and a train weight of up to 20,000 tare operated. Therefore four 5,000 t trains are coupled
together for a trainset. [Ber07] [TTCI09]
3.3.2 Multiple units in freight trains
A brake control system of Knorr-Bremse, which has been approved multifold in the domain of the AAR,
is used in combination with the device Locotrol by GE that enables the steering of the whole train from
the front of the train by the driver. Asimilar braking behavior like conventional 5,000 t freight trains is
realized. [Ber07] [TTCI09]
3.3.3 Transferability to „Shift2Rail - Long trains“
The system (Locontrol) used by the Chinese railways utilizes an additional GSM radio connection to
improve the availability. Apart from that the same conditions like described in “Status outside Europe”
apply for this system.

3.4 USA
3.4.1 Train lengths exceeding 740 m
For trains with multiple units lengths of 3,000 m and more are by now a standard application in the USA.
[Min01]
< FFL4E - H2020-730823>
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3.4.2 Multiple units in freight trains
In 1972 the first long and heavy trains in the USA have been driven via radio-based multiple unit steering
with the system Locotrol by the company GE. Nowadays in the USA approx. 7,200 locomotives are
equipped with the system Locotrol Distributed Power (DP). The main application of the multiple unit
steering is the railway transport of bulk cargo like e.g. coal, ore, wheat and so forth. In the recent path
the use of the multiple unit steering has increased significantly also in the intermodal transport and in
the single wagon traffic.
3.4.3 Transferability to „Shift2Rail - Long trains“
The same conditions like described in “Status outside Europe” apply for this system.

3.5 Canada
3.5.1 Train lengths exceeding 740 m
In North America trains with a weight up to 25,000 t and a length of up to 3,000 m are operated for
many years. [Min01]
3.5.2 Multiple units in freight trains
Since the 1990’s trains with multiple unit steering are run. Today approx. 800 multiple unit steerings are
in duty mainly at the railway company Canadian Pacific.
3.5.3 Transferability to „Shift2Rail - Long trains“
The same conditions like described in “Status outside Europe” apply for this system.

3.6 Australia
3.6.1 Train lengths exceeding 740 m
In the heavy freight transport six-axial diesel-electric locomotives of the class SD70ACE of Electro Motive
Diesels as well as of the classes Dash 9-44CW and C40aci of GE are used [Bou05]. The maximum speed
of the up to 2,000 m long freight trains is 115 km/h. In the front of the train up to three locomotives are
located, partially others are enqueued in the trainset.
3.6.2 Multiple units in freight trains
The usage of the multiple unit steerings in Australia started approx. in 1990. The stimulus in Australia
was especially the concept “Train Coupling – Train Sharing“. Thereby lots of smaller trains from different
mines (e.g. iron ore mines) are composed to a long trainset at an infrastructural knot and with the aid of
the multiple unit steering of the company GE they are moved in a certain track section together. Before
and after the common track section the trainsets are decomposed and resume their ride independently
and with a driver on every loco.
The company Siemens has equipped the locomotives of the „class 3700“ of the Queensland Rail (QR) in
Australia with a Wabtec radio system for the multiple unit steering. From the leading loco up to four led
< FFL4E - H2020-730823>
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locomotives can be steered via radio. Additional led locomotives can be connected to the leading loco
via WTB. [Sie06]
3.6.3 Transferability to „Shift2Rail - Long trains“
The same conditions like described in “Status outside Europe” apply for this system.

3.7 South Africa
3.7.1 Train lengths exceeding 740 m
There are no findings for South Africa concerning the exceedance of the German regular train length of
740 m.
3.7.2 Multiple units in freight trains
A cabled solution for an electronically steered pneumatic brake (ECP) and the Distributed Power (DP) by
the company Wabtec is known. 1999 this solution has been tested by Wabtec with a 200 vehicle long
test train (Spoornet, South Africa). With the aid of an end of train device (Trainlink II) there is an
opportunity to use information from the rear of the train in order to initiate a braking. It is expected that
this technology it avoids hot boxes and derailments. [Wab09a, Wab09b]
3.7.3 Transferability to „Shift2Rail - Long trains“
The same conditions like described in “Status outside Europe” apply for this system.
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4 Scouting radio transmission
An internal market scan showed that companies of various sectors analyse and deal with different
wireless technologies. GSM-R, a radio technology used by Deutsche Bahn is - in the context of long
trains - insufficient because of external factors influencing the system.
The scoutings of wireless technologies and coupling systems showed that topics like various wireless
technologies, virtual coupling and ETCS are connected witch each other.
An external market scan showed proper wireless solutions from different sectors. The Formula 1 for
instance is a good example because of their state-of-the-art wireless technology and total encryption of
their wireless channels. Another interesting method called security fall-back was established by German
security authorities. This solution offers the opportunity to change automatically between several
wireless channels.
Truck Platooning, another solution approach, should only be regarded as a basic approach as it is so far
not applicable to long trains. The Wi-Fi transmission in this case is too limited in scope and data speed. If
the solution was considered, it would be necessary to install repeater in all trains.
Another case which should be further examined is the approach of Telefunken Racoms testing railwayspecific applications using mesh networks. Those wireless networks connect two or more terminal
devices to one network. Even though there is no connection between devices, they are able to exchange
messages and signals. This is possible due to the usage of sender in the immediate surrounding. In
combination with wireless technologies this could be a standard for long trains.
The extension of broadband wireless is currently researched by the German ministry. In the future
broadband wireless should be able to improve three factors: the communication between trains, the
realisation of high capacities and scope and furthermore the realisation of big data volume. It should be
considered to get in touch with the German ministry to identify possible connections applicable for long
trains.
Another possible solution is the future wireless technology 5G. 5G should provide a 100 times higher
data rate and capacity, as well as lower energy consumption and latency access. The current state of
research shows that 5G could be relevant for long trains. To establish 5G as a railway-specific
application, it would be necessary to have a closed area only used by Deutsche Bahn or to provide it via
GSM-R. Prospectively, with 5G external factors like dead spots should no longer a problem.
The following figure show the detailed results of the market scan.
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5 Scouting coupling systems
For the coupling system in the context of Long Trains a market scan has been realised, too.
There are three different types of coupling systems used by the railway industry – manual chain and
buffer coupling, semiautomatic central buffer coupling and automatic central buffer coupling. The DB
uses the manual chain buffer coupling. If a new coupling system was considered in the context of long
trains the semiautomatic central buffer couplings AK69 and C-Akv as well as the automatic central buffer
coupling Shaku should be further examined.
A market scan pointed out that the manual chain and buffer coupling is the general system in Europe.
But in many parts of the world, the semiautomatic coupling is used for freight transport. However, in
territorial states freight trains are coupled up to 1,800 metres. The largest train is found in Australia with
a length of 7,353 metres.
For the realisation of long trains and as a interim solution for virtual coupling the development of the
radio remote control could be considered. Other solutions which should be thought of are multi-unit
train control and container trains. Furthermore, the question is whether the implementation of the
central buffer system is conceivable in selected areas for example brown coal traffic.
Different industries were analysed, for example air and ship traffic, in order to realize long trains. These
branches have a specific distance control on the one hand and use on the other hand analogous remote
control. Companies like the vessel traffic centre and the organisation of the German Aerospace Centre
(DLR) predict no changes regarding that topic, but new possibilities are researched.
Virtual coupling is currently being tested by the DLR and the Italian railway company in the context of
long trains. Requirements like the same equipment, communication protocol and the communication on
several wireless channels is necessary to realise this. Some researches have already done first practical
tests but none were relevant in the case of freight trains. These studies revealed a general problem in
the information transmission to the second vehicle especially in speed changes.
Virtual coupling is also tested in the EU-project Roll2Rail. This project emerged out of the initiative
Shift2Rail. Further pre-projects are In2Rail und IT2Rail where Deutsche Bahn is also participating.
The following figure show the detailed results of the market scan.
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6 Market scouting coupling and sharing
To get a better overview of possibilities for an economic coupling and sharing system a marked scan has
been done.
The following figure show the results of the market scan.
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7 Patents research
In this document are listed the worldwide patents that could be relevant for the Long Train project.

Pub. Data:

Patent n°: WO9947402

A1

1999-09-23

SEGMENTED BRAKE PIPE TRAIN CONTROL SYSTEM
AND RELATED METHOD
Abstract:
A train control system is for a train comprising at least first and second train segments
including a brake pipe being separated between adjacent train segments. The train
control system preferably comprises a first control subsystem for installation in a
locomotive of the first train segment and a second control subsystem for installation
in a locomotive of the second train segment. The first and second control subsystems
communicate with one another for controlling train braking. The system also
preferably includes a third control subsystem for installation in a railcar adjacent an
end of the first train segment. This third control subsystem preferably includes at
least one pressure transducer for sensing brake pipe pressure adjacent the end of the
first train segment, and at least one control valve for controlling brake pipe pressure
adjacent the end of the first train segment. The third control subsystem preferably
also includes a processor for communicating a signal related to brake pipe pressure
adjacent the end the first train segment to the second control subsystem, and for
controlling brake pipe pressure adjacent the end of the first train segment responsive
to a command from the second control subsystem. The second control subsystem
and the third control subsystem preferably cooperate so that the brake pipe pressure
adjacent the first train segment and a brake pipe pressure adjacent a front of the
second train segment are substantially matching thereby emulating operation with a
continuous brake pipe.
GE HARRIS RAILWAY ELECTRONICS [US]
HENEKA STEVEN P [US]; POWSHOK ANDREW T [US]; SMITH EUGENE A JR [US]
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Pub. Data:

Patent n°: WO9938743

A1

1999-08-05

RAILWAY BRAKE SYSTEM INCLUDING ENHANCED
PNEUMATIC BRAKE SIGNAL DETECTION AND
ASSOCIATED METHODS
Abstract:
A railway brake system (10) for a train includes a brake pipe extending along the train,
a lead unit controller (29) generating a pneumatic control signal propagated along the
brake pipe, and at least one remote unit controller (25, 28). The remote unit
controller preferably includes a brake pipe control valve, such as a relay valve (26),
connected in fluid communication with the brake pipe (20) for selectively charging
and exhausting the brake pipe, an air flow rate sensor (30, 31) for sensing air flow into
the brake pipe during charging, a brake pipe pressure sensor (40) for sensing brake
pipe pressure, and a processor (36) for detecting the pneumatic control signal from
the lead unit controller based upon both the air flow rate sensor and the brake pipe
pressure sensor. Accordingly, the sensitivity of detection is increased despite delayed
operation of the relay valve, and while avoiding false indications. Multiple detection
sensitivities may be used. The detection may be used to cut-out the remote unit
controller and idle down the locomotive, as when radio communications are lost. The
detection may also be used for brake pipe continuity testing and/or to determine the
relative position of the remote unit along the train.
GE HARRIS RAILWAY ELECTRONICS [US]
DELARUELLE DALE [US]

Pub. Data:

Patent n°: WO0043249

A1

2000-07-27

TRAIN INTEGRITY MONITORING DEVICE
Abstract:
A train integrity monitoring device for detecting operating parameters of a train,
especially concerning a brake system used in the train, includes a sensor means (6).
Output signals of the sensor are supplied to a control means (7) for processing and
forming information regarding the train integrity. When evaluating the sensor output
signals, the control means (7) compares detected operating parameters with
predetermined values of the respective operating parameters for a corresponding
operating condition of the train, and the integrity of the train is inferred in response
to the result of comparison.
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GE HARRIS RAILWAY ELECTRONICS [DE]

EVERITT WILLIAM H [US]

Pub. Data:

Patent n°: US2010235022

A1

2010-09-16

CONTROL OF THROTTLE AND BRAKING ACTIONS AT
INDIVIDUAL DISTRIBUTED POWER LOCOMOTIVES IN
A RAILROAD TRAIN
Abstract:
A method for controlling first (14/12A) and second (12B) locomotives of a railroad
train (8), the first (14/12A) and the second (12B) locomotives separated by at least
one railcar (20). The method comprises determining a location of the first locomotive
(14/12A) and a location of the second locomotive (12B), determining an operating
condition of the first locomotive (14/12A) and an operating condition of the second
locomotive (12B), determining a first control aspect of the first locomotive (14/12A)
responsive to the operating condition and the location of the first locomotive
(14/12A), determining a second control aspect of the second locomotive (12B)
responsive to the operating condition and the location of the second locomotive
(12B), and controlling the first (14/12A) and the second (12B) locomotives according
to the first control aspect and the second control aspect, respectively.
GEN ELECTRIC [US]
SIDDAPPA CHANDRASHEKAR [US]; MOFFITT ROBERT [US]

Pub. Data:

Patent n°: US8190311

B2

2012-05-29

ADAPTIVE BRAKE SCHEME DURING A LOCOMOTIVE
DISTRIBUTED POWER COMMUNICATION LOSS
Abstract:
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An adaptive brake system for a distributed power train responsive to an interruption
in a communication system for the train and a brake application initiated at the lead
locomotive, reduces the brake pipe fluid pressure at a lead locomotive and a remote
locomotive to a predetermined pressure level to reduce in-train forces that may
occur as a result of the pressure differentials in the brake pipe line of the lead and
remote locomotives.
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
SMITH

EUGENE

A [US]

Pub. Data:

Patent n°: I0162680

A1

2015-10-09

The present invention relates to a system of traction
control and braking for a railroad train.
Abstract:
One object of this invention is of propose a traction control system
the braking of a railway train of type defined above, improved so as to
enable more effective management of
problems relating to the control of "slack action" of the train
railway routes with route profiles "changeable".

Faiveley Transport
Roberto TIONE, Angelo GRASSO

Pub. Data:

Patent n°: PCT IB2016054781

A1

2016-08-09

System for controlling a railway train for the
transport of goods comprising a plurality of
locomotives
Abstract:
The present invention relates to a system for controlling the brale of railway train for
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the transport of goods comprising a plurality of locomotives.
More specifically, the invention relates to a control the train pneumatic brake system.

Faiveley Transport
Roberto TIONE, Angelo GRASSO, Stefano Lucarelli
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